
Secon  Ski  A ercar :
1. The bandage should stay on your skin from 5-7 days.

○ Recommended time is no less than 5 days & no longer than 7 days
○ If your wrap comes off before at least 5 days, let your artist know

and we can discuss re-wrapping or dry healing instructions.
2. No washing, scrubbing, soaking, or cleaning the bandaged area

○ You don’t have to directly wash while the bandage is on
○ In the shower, just let water run over the bandage — NO

SCRUBBING
3. Avoid tight clothing, soaking of any kind, excessive sweating, and direct

sunlight.
○ This means NO pools, oceans, lakes, baths, gyms, intense workouts

etc. for at least 5 days.
○ If the bandage lifts/falls off while submerged or if excessive sweat

gets trapped under the bandage, you run the risk of infection
○ The bandage covers the tattoo but doesn’t provide UV protection

4. DO NOT pop the ink/blood sac.
○ It is completely normal for blood, ink, plasma to collect under the

bandage
○ As long as nothing is leaking out of the bandage then nothing can

get in and it doesn’t need to be changed or removed
5. It is normal for the tattoo to look mushy, smeared, or crinkly after the first

day.
○ This is from blood, ink, plasma, etc. getting trapped under the

bandage

If you have any further questions about the bandage, you can contact either your
artist or the shop.

DISCLAIMER:
➢ We are not responsible for any allergic reactions or any infections from allergic

reactions due to the bandage
➢ Moisture pimples can be normal for people with oily skin. You DO NOT need to

remove the bandage unless there is an excessive amount of pimples — in which
case you will need to remove the bandage and let them heal.


